
 

A bot that cuts wood? Anything but that. But the bots are not the story of this post, though they are interesting. Our focus is on pirates, for privateers are more interesting to most people than robots. Privateers were outlaws with government approval to steal from enemies during war time. And some early industrialists used privateering as a way to industrialize agriculture and forestry by using cheap
labor available in fresh water ports near green forests close to cities—in effect, industrializing rural America rather than industrializing cities first. The idea was “a country without trees is a barren coast” so it made sense for farmers and foresters alike who needed fuel and lumber for their work. The amount of wood cut in the New England area dropped dramatically after privateering was outlawed in
1780 but it revived in colonial days. Yet lumbering was for some reason considered too new and unknown and farmers and their foresters were not yet confident enough or used to logging that they would all want to join in on the fun. Ironically, modern research since the 1980s has shown that the rate of deforestation is much more important than any other factor in determining forest productivity and
function, such as soil fertility or plant diversity. Furthermore, was not so different from today’s situation. Global warming would offset any effect of deforestation on productivity since temperatures today are lower than they were five hundred years ago so higher temperatures generally increase productivity. Nonetheless, no one thinks that cutting down forests will hold back warming. Map of New
England by George B. Prescott, 1857. Here is the story of the first town to have a lumber mill in America, Andover, Massachusetts. The lumber mill at Andover was so successful that nearly all the other seaports in New England began to follow suit between 1650 and 1690 by building mills of their own—especially Boston which had to protect its timber resources for shipbuilding. The early mills in
Andover made specialty items like barrels, iron work, and small carriages. Later the big lumber mills in the Boston area built furniture and houses for workers in addition to what they sold in their own stores. The lumber for this furniture was harvested by people working for mills like this one which is typical of how it all got started. Map of Boston Harbor 1750 by George B. Prescott, 1857. The early
mill owners quickly realized that they needed fuel for their saws and other equipment. They decided to build sawmills next to their lumber mills. The first ones were small, but soon the owners realized they needed more power than one mill could provide so they constructed several sawmills at once—in effect, building their own towns. They even used waterwheels for energy. Here is a close up map of
the Boston area with twelve sawmills in 1750 - only three years after it was settled. The large vertical lines are streams that powered the sawmill wheels. The coastal forests of the north Atlantic began to be exhausted by about 1750 so plantation owners in Georgia and South Carolina switched from growing Indigo to growing rice so they could take advantage of slave labor.
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